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The failure - well, partial failure - a recent holiday activity reminded me of what NOT to do when
someone is training. In this case, I was a trainee. Here was the situation: A group of six of us
gathered in the beautiful Oregon coast, traveling from five different locations throughout the U. S.

to share the Christmas holidays. Our daughter and her boyfriend, the most knowledgeable about
Oregon, was considered for activities that could be all like, apart from enjoying each others
company, cooking together exploring the beautiful area, and long walks on the beach. Anne and
John proposed crabbing which is essentially the output to a boat in waterproof clothes to catch your
own seafood meal.

If we are open to the idea? We. The adventure, if nothing else, it sounded like fun. The day of
crabbing arrived.

We wore our rain gear boots, gloves, and warm, water-resistant clothing. We paid for the boat, bait
us and other fees and purchased licenses. We listened quietly and seriously as one of the owners of
crabbing explained the procedure to follow, what to look for, and which crab was illegal to catch, so I
had to throw back.

The lessons were simple, and we were confident that their understanding. Training women seemed
to be sure we were ready, too. Her husband led us off the boat to use, and helped us to begin
offering courses there about using this particular boat.

We headed out into open water, a little nervous but ready for a fun project ahead. Soon, with
patience, practice, deliberate experimentation, positive attitudes and a little friendly competition, we
started to catch crab cioppino-bound. We fill every minute we had to head back to port, dynamic,
cold, tired, a little wet raincoats despite our clothes, and feeling a little lucky and happy for five crab
catch us.

It was also good for team work and our process wed "assimilated" as we could in a few hours
learning wed and experimentation had to work. We realized the amount of work evenings as a
relative success. Or so we thought.

Here is the problem: As we took off our equipment, the company's owners started crabbing crabby,
and then accusatory us about some unexpected holes in the nets. Wed noticed one, too, as we
worked, and wondered what had happened, but tried to adjust the tying knots from some seemingly
chewed ends of ropes. We follow their training in the document, and reiterated that these angry
people, and drove the future of business who can not defend their nets.

It blamed, accused, and turned what was a fun adventure, frankly, a baffling and maddening one. I
quickly tired of accusatory tone, and replied: "We dont know what you're talking about. REALLY! We
do not understand what you're talking! "Nothing will be described as having happened to the net to
watch us, and no bad intention attributed to us was true.

Trying to make contentproz review heads or tails of this unexpected situation, I added: "These
things youre describing no sense.  .
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